Smart vs. Pretty: A Novel

In Valerie Frankels clever, charming novel,
a single woman in her early thirties
discovers the insecurities of sibling rivalry
are as strong as ever when she gets stuck
living and working with her sister
again.Let the sibling rivalry begin!Meet
Francesca Greenfield, a smart, urban
professional tossed out of her so-so career
and into the business of selling coffee
alongside her pretty, perky sister
Amanda.Francesca has always known that
she was the smart sister. Amanda was soft
and lovely from the beginning and had
always garnered most of the attentionand
all of the dates. Now theyve been thrown
together in a last-ditch effort to save the
family business before it goes permanently
down the drain. As for the coffeehouse
itself, well, theres rarely a dull moment.
And who can forget about love? Or at least
sex. Thanks to a promotional contest, its
not long before Amanda is looking to
explore the aura of a buff mountain climber
while Francesca considers shedding more
than her inhibitions with a J. Crew
model.The stakes are rising. Its time to find
out if smart or pretty knows best, whether
the distinction really suits either one of
them, and if the Greenfield sisters can
actually live happily ever after.

Yeah, I always thought you were smart and prettyreal smart and real pretty. Why didnt you tell me? I thought you
already knew you were smart and pretty.Smart Vs. Pretty by Valerie Frankel - book cover, description, publication
history.Smart Vs. Pretty has 783 ratings and 59 reviews. Sherri said: This book has been languishing on my TBR pile for
quite a while and is written by a new to Kindle Single! Novels. Four of a Kind. Engrossing!Publishers Weekly. Ask any
woman who has a sister: Are you the smart one or the pretty one? Which sister was pretty and which was smart would
seem plainly obvious to any stranger,The Smart One and the Pretty One [Claire LaZebnik] on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. This sparkling novel about two sisters is both witty Bringing a beloved book to the big screen is a
tricky thing, That said, most of the Everything, Everything movie vs. book differences are pretty tame with in the
movie, and he and Maddy text on smart phones, not computers.Novel e-health and m-health applications, intelligent
transport systems, smart-grid autonomous driving, smart clouds and smart cities applications will only be on Vehicular
Communication Technologies, with pretty novel approaches forPretty: A Novel [Jillian Lauren] on . *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. An electrifying debut novel from the New York Times bestselling author of Even though its a
pretty radical and famous book from the 1960s, I only Not a smart reaction considering Id borrowed it from the library
butBeautiful Ruinsis a glorious read for book lovers. From the moment you pick up the novel, it conjures a world that
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you long to enter. The teal-blue Ligurian Sea Kathryn Stocketts novel is only a symptom of a much bigger . Yet a
handsome senators son, just getting over a broken heart to a beauty queen decides to call her pretty Fact vs. fiction
surrounding The HelpIn Blog.The problem is I lost the paper with all the info, and our guest wants some pretty specific
stuff. I just cant go in there and ask her to tell me what it is she wantsBook 1 of 2 in the Pretty Smart Girls Series .
Anyone who knows about the Michigan State University vs University of Michigan rivalry can relate to this story.Smart
Vs. Pretty [Valerie Frankel] on . *FREE* Readers of Jane Hellers amusing novels will enjoy this fifth novel by
Mademoiselle editor Frankel.Three of her novelsSmart vs. Pretty, The Accidental Virgin, and Fringe Girlhave been
optioned for Hollywood film and TV productions. The Girlfriend Curse Proving that a woman can be both smart and
pretty has been Paulina I had completed my first novel, A Model Summer, and was here to
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